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RELATIONS BY INTERNET: IN SEARCH OF AFFECTION

The guy in search of a likely destination dreams of meeting the other without falling into
this reality when he is overwhelmed; social networks become addictive, where love is easy
and more turn their emotions to a stranger, because he has nothing to lose, but what is
believed to be possible to form emotional ties to the distance dependence even with
unintelligible culture and language that is often limited to emoticons.
But what happens in the head of that is there pouring their emotions into disarmament,
incredibly, while less is known about the person: their studies, work, the more intense the
emotional fantasy, because for the first time this entity is related as equals sharing their
interests through video, photography etc tastes. Symbol of your personality and profile
photo indicates who is this person, his eyes and smiling front or hidden under a pair or a
fictional figure, I would say that these characters use these platforms to be displayed
starkly in their preferences being very easy to form emotional and sexual distance links
can concretize even a real approach.
These visual links after masked letters and still and moving images makes us to know this
person; Many will say that hides what you want to show, but clearly having a poor
biography and blocked his wall or filter; shows immediately that his friends are not, and
there's the whole care team, or show all is not explicit in the communication links when
moving and talking on camera; one can hear the voice, the first vibration of emotion, their
gestures, their reactions and one may get caught up in our own image and illusion of it.
Moreover fake profiles with images and data; aspirational, I conceal a spiritual poverty with
tremendous rear frustration, where the essence of the individual is impaired by accidental
incidents castrated its course, coining desires and perversions or call it dysfunction that
usually hide in a breath control and lost superiority demonstrated covertly after a dominant
and explicit sexuality. And when she is stimulated primary cortex of the brain is activated
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the limbic system, modeling and modulating their mindset again channeling it into its
essence.
This liberating catharsis can impact their behavior making it a much more autonomous
being; on the one hand and achieving their ambitions unconscious by another; making it
dependent on the blasting agent and modeling of their behavior.
Through the social network this entity can in a conscious way, self-analysis and cause
psychoanalysis because the platform offers tastes and search through caricatures and
cartoons idealizations where you can create and articulate sublimated and even sarcastic
or satirical self and other situations .
The social platform is then presented as a micro and macro extension of our world through
our mouse. As long as the individual publications and review your history; achieves the
construct may be able to activate their forces and bring where wanted.
Affection is given by a string invisible support where the distance is broken with comments,
videos and images that speak for us; showing interest and emotions to another.
People that links more so; It is in deep solitude finding peers and seeking membership in
something, "I am", "I am what I show you," "I am this ..."
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